
NO  NO  NO 
 
IF YOU HAD NEIGHBOURS SUCH AS MINE YOU WOULD NOT WANT ANYTHING LEFT WITH 
THEM, TOTALLY IRRESPONSIBLE. 
 
There is no number one in our street and that causes all sorts of problems with deliveries, including 
the “postie” as they keep changing their routes, I have managed to intervene on many occasions but 
I often get number three’s mail and mine will go to number seven although I have a large “five” over 
the garage. 
This in itself would not be a problem except for the fact that at number seven we have a religious 
nut who it appears from what she says spends most of the day praying in the bedroom with one of 
her children, I would add that she is perfectly harmless, no aggression but unfortunately her head is 
on another planet, it has been known that she has sent on mail to the previous house owner some 
two years after it was received. 
You can go to her front door and enter with great difficulty, there could be on occasions,  literally 
hundreds of letters lying on the floor just inside and the hall knee deep in rubbish, she has no shame. 
 I have lost letters, including my pension giro in the past and of course you never know what you 
should have received.  
Enough said, I am sure that you can visualise my problem. 
I do not receive many parcels at my age (81 years old), but I do buy online occasionally, fortunately 
you do get notice of probable delivery time and I either put a note on my front door to leave in the 
garage, or if a signature is required to try number 6 or 8 across the road, in fact any neighbour bar 
number 7 if I am not at home. 
 


